
NATO CODE OF BEST PRACTICE FOR C2 ASSESSMENT and the short 
GUIDE TO BEST PRACTICE FOR C2 ASSESSMENT 
Presented at 2000 CCRTS, Monterey, USA. 
 

Thank you for your interest in the NATO Code Of Best Practice (COBP) for C2 
Assessment (AC/243(panel7)TR/8 1998 Edition) and the short Guide to Best Practice 
(GTBP) for C2 Assessment (DERA/CDA/SEA/AIR/WP000061). The GTBP is a 
bullet-point summary of the COBP with additions developed by the UK and proposed 
as an additional resource for analysts and reviewers. If you are a potential user of these 
documents then would invite you to contribute to a review of them being carried out 
to test their effectiveness (principally format, but views also welcome on content). 

Please spend an appropriate amount of time reading each document (this should need 
no more than about 1 hour* for the short Guide) and then put them to one side and 
complete this short questionnaire for each without looking at the documents it again. 
[Please return your questionnaire answers to glmathieson@dera.gov.uk, ideally by the 
end of August 2000 but if this is not possible then later inputs are also welcome] 
 
1. What makes C2 assessment different from other OA work? 

•  
 

2. What three features of best practice stick in your mind most? 
1.  
2.  
3.  

 

3. Were there any guidance points which you found new or unexpected? 
•  
•  

 

4. Did you find the guide easy to read and understand? (Yes or No) -  
4a. If you answered “No”, why was this? 

•  
 

5. Did you find the guide....... too verbose, about right, too terse? -  
 
6. Was the layout.......  very clear, clear, unclear, very unclear? -  
6a. If “unclear” or “very unclear”, why? 

•  
 

7. Did you accept all of the guidance contained in the guide? (Yes or No) -  
7a. If you answered “No”, what three points did you most disagree with? 

1.  
2.  
3.  

 

8. Do you have any other comments or suggestions? 
•  

                                                        
* If it takes much longer then we will have failed in creating a good summary! 


